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Eagles ‘smokey’ the Bears
EWU pull away in second half
By Fedor Gaponenko
staff writer

fgaponenko76@gmail.com

This week
DON’T MISS:
You have to put
that where? Thursday, Oct. 25 at
noon in Monroe 207.
Go Green! by heading to the South Hill
and participating in
Reforest Spokane Day
with Beta Alpha Psi
on Saturday, Oct. 22
from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Contact ewu_bap@
yahoo.com for more
information.
The Burning
Times, AKA witch
hunts on Wednesday, Oct. 26 at noon
in Monroe 207. This
lecture is part of fall
programs through
Women’s Studies.

The Eagles Homecoming football game did
not disappoint as the offense rolled in complete
domination over Northern Colorado. Even the
St. Louis Rams of a decade ago, who were originally known as the “Greatest Show on Turf,”
would have approved.
Straight from the kickoff, Bo Levi Mitchell
looked sharp, converting a couple first downs.
But the drive stalled when the opposing defense
recorded a sack and held the Eagles to a Mike
Jarrett 43-yard field goal.
After allowing a Bears touchdown on the ensuing drive, the Eagles clamped down on defense
and scored three straight second quarter touchdowns, giving themselves a 24-7 cushion.
Whether it was drawing a pass interference
call or making a spectacular catch in the red-zone,
Greg Herd played a huge role in all the scoring
drives and had 134 first half receiving yards.
The Bears managed to salvage a field goal
before the half expired and went to the locker
rooms with a two touchdown deficit.
After halftime, Northern Colorado started out
with the ball and marched down the field, capping the drive off with a 37-yard bomb to receiver Patrick Walker.
The Eagles maintained momentum with a
field goal on the next drive, but then allowed the
Bears to score a field goal right back.
With the score 20-27 halfway through the
third quarter, the game looked like it was going
inferno-page 11

Photo by Aaron Malmoe
Wide receiver Ashton Clark doesn’t let the claws of Dylan Elias from the Northern Colorado Bears bring him
down.

Fall forum sheds light for women’s safety
Commission invites ideas from everyone
By Sierra Schmidt
contributing writer

The EWU Women’s
Commission will hold a fall
forum to bring attention to
issues involving women at
Detail from drawing for
Where the Wild Things Are,
©1963 Maurice Sendak,
all rights reserved

In a Nutshell: The
Worlds of Maurice
Sendak exhibit will
be in the JFK Library
Lobby from Oct. 27 to
Dec. 15. The Opening Reception will be
Wednesday, Nov. 2
from 6 to 8 p.m.

IN THIS ISSUE:
Is walking a crime?
It could be. Check
the Police Beat,
p. 10.
When is
a protest
not a protest? Maybe
for Occupy
Eastern.
Read opinions and our
editoral on
p. 11.
Hey, who
turned out
the lights?
Find out about
Cheney’s Oct.
6 power outage on p.
4.

issues are included as gender
violence. “We want to make
sure the women on campus
are safe,” said Stucker.
Sexual harassment policies have been updated based
on suggestions of the Women’s Commission. Though
the commission has no au-

thority to make decisions,
they are allowed to make
suggestions to the president.
Suggestions made by the
commission have included
brighter lighting at night and
emergency buttons.
commission-page 9

EWU Art Department
showcases the life, work
of alumnus David Saling

Guest director
brings ‘The Vagina
Monologues’ to EWU

Exhibit displays powerful artistry and social commentary

eagle life editor

By Davis Hill

Though she has never
directed a play this big before, guest Director Hayley Clark is set to bring
“The Vagina Monologues”
to the Eastern stage in late
October.
Born and raised in Annapolis, Maryland, Clark
became interested in theatre after seeing “The Music Man” with her dad at
the age of nine.
“There’s a little, tiny
girl in that movie [who]
plays this little, tiny song
on the piano and I looked
at my father and said ‘I
can do that.’”
After that, Clark acted
in at least two plays a year
until high school. It was
then that she began to
perform in musicals.
At the age of 15, Clark
transitioned into another
form of theatre playing
Helena in “A Midsummer
Night’s Dream” at a renaissance fair in Maryland.
“[It] was the first time I
was cast and paid in a lead
role,” she said. “I always
looked much older than I
was. I was cast at 15 against,
like, a 30 year old, so I
went ‘Oh, it’s Shakespeare!
I belong in Shakespeare,
OK.’ So after that, all of my
focus shifted away from
dance and theatre and went

staff writer

Jonesin’ for some
Jazz? Attend EWU’s
Jazz Night II on
Nov. 9 at 7:30 p.m.

the university to help protect women on campus.
The Women’s Commission is a combination of faculty, staff and students who
support women on campus.
They are an independent

group that answers only to
the president of Eastern.
The commission was
formed in 1988 by Alex
Schultz and is being used
all across the country.
According to Jennifer
Stucker, chair of the Women’s
Commission, rape and dating

davis.hill@gmail.com

On Oct. 6, the Eastern Art Department
hosted an exhibition
of the work of David Saling, an EWU
alumnus who went
on to complete his
master’s at Arizona
State University. He
then returned to
the Spokane area
to teach at Spokane Falls Community College.
Saling
graduated
summa cum
laude with a
Bachelor
of Fine
Arts
in
2002
and
was a
recipient of
the
Frances
B. Huston

Award. He passed away suddenly on July 2, 2011 at the
age of 51.
Friends and family painted the picture of a deeply
intelligent, funny man who
was full of life and utterly
dedicated to his passion.
“[A] perfect example of a life
lived fully, intentionally, in a
free and open way to being
who he was,” said EWU art
professor Tom Askman. “He
wasn’t following the tribe.”
A Spokane native, Saling attended Riverside High
School. After high school, he
toured the Pacific Northwest
and Canada as a drummer
with the rock band Black
Rose for several years, according to Shery Ward, Saling’s sister-in-law. Before
returning to school, Saling
worked a variety of jobs in
many different fields.
Saling was a quintessential artist and could be very
spontaneous, according to
his brother Gary. “One time
[David] called me up on a
Thursday night when I was
at work. He said, ‘What are
you doing Saturday? … Debbie and I are getting married
and I’d like you to be there.’”
Gary said, laughing. “I had,
like, two days to get myself
ready for this wedding.”
Saling-page 5

By Azaria Podplesky
easterner.eaglelife@gmail.com

straight for Shakespeare
and classics.”
After attending West
Virginia University on a
full-tuition
scholarship
for acting and another
scholarship for academics, Clark quickly landed
her dream job by becoming a resident ensemble
member at a Shakespeare
company.
Hired by the Cincinnati Shakespeare Company,
Clark was an ensemble
member for six years, often doing nine different
shows in nine months. It
was there that she met her
husba nd.
“He was my Romeo to
my Juliet,” she said.
Once she and her husband finished their seasons at the Shakespeare
company, his tenth and
her sixth, they packed up
and moved to Seattle, but
not before Clark could
experience what she calls
“the universe knocking on
my door.”
“Within one week,
somebody who worked for
Cincinnati Shakespeare
went ‘Will you direct Canterbury Tales for me?’ I
was like ‘I’ve got a month
and I’m uprooting my entire life. I can’t, no,’” said
Clark.
She continues: “A few
days later, I get a call
monologues-page 5
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In Brief
Classified staff
renews twoyear contract
The classified staff at
EWU signed a new collective bargaining agreement that will continue
through the summer of
2013.
“They were pretty minor changes,” said Carol
Hawkins, faculty and
staff labor relations manager. “There were no pay
increases or pay cuts.”
“There were some
changes to the language,
but other than that, it is
rolled over from the last
contract,” said campus
police Detective Quincy
Burns, president of the
classified staff.
According to Burns,
there was some possibility of the classified staff
being subjected to a three
percent wage reduction,
as has happened to classified employees at other
universities in the state.
“We were very pleased
we were able to work this
contract out,” said Burns.
There are over 500
classified staff members
at Eastern. They include
accountants,
grounds
people and IT personnel,
but not faculty or administration.
One benefit to the
classified staff is that they
will no longer be required
to take family and medical leave if they have to
miss work due to a jobrelated injury.

Photo by Christopher Stuck
Mechanical Engineering students Joseph Cluever (left) and Ranzel Negrillo perform a thermodynamics lab in the Computing and Engineering Building.

Catalyst awarded to Eastern
By Kristie Hsin
senior reporter

k.hsin@yahoo.com

Complimentary
newspapers
available again
Eastern students, staff
and faculty are provided
with issues of The New
York Times and Spokesman-Review as part of
the Readership Program.
The Readership Program is a campus program that allows the student body to get copies of
the newspaper upon providing their EagleCard.
The Student Services
and Activities (S&A) Fee
Committee, who voted to
get rid of the free newspapers last year, brought
back the papers to see
how many will utilize
them.
ASEWU Finance Vice
President Kaleb Hoffer
said in an email, “The
S&A Fee Committee was
having troubles, at first,
balancing the budget and
this program found itself
on the chopping block,
but after some hard
work, we found a way to
keep it. … We found we
would have better control
of usage and waste if we
placed the papers behind
the counter at the Eagle
Shop.”
Hoffer was on the S&A
Fee Committee last year
and was one of the few
who voted to get rid of the
Readership Program.
“During this year, we
will see if the students actually use the newspapers
or if we should get rid of
it,” ASEWU President
Oscar Ocaña said. “Those
are options that we’re researching.”
Sophomore Amanda
Smith said, “I never read
the newspaper, but college students still need
to know about the world.
If we get it for free, we’re
more likely to read it.”
“We’re college students saving money for
textbooks and school
supplies — it’s just one
extra thing to pay for,”
sophomore Sina Mandaquit said.
The New York Times
and the SpokesmanReview are the only two
daily papers available.
Issues are located by the
Eagle Express Market in
the PUB.

Photo by Christopher Stuck
Cameron Lorenzo welds metal together in the metal working laboratory.

EWU’s School of Computing
and Engineering Sciences (SCES)
was awarded the 2011 Catalyst
Award on Oct. 5, 2011.
Presented by Greater Spokane
Incorporated, Technet and the
Spokane University District, SCES
was awarded for Organization of
the Year.
The 14th annual ceremony was
held at the Riverpoint campus
south facility.
The award recognizes organizations and individuals who demonstrate the uses of technology while
also achieving economic development.
“It’s given in a number of categories like ‘Green Company of
the Year’ and ‘Organization of the
Year,’” Associate Dean of Computer and Engineering Sciences
Christian Hansen said.
This is the first time SCES has
won a Catalyst Award. Last year,
the department was a finalist.
“It’s a recognition that the
school has helped produce more
graduates,” Hansen said.

Since the department’s establishment in 2005, SCES specializes in technological advancements
and innovation for the region.
Having produced more than 4,000
graduates in the computer and engineering fields, project partners
include Avista, Itron, Goodyear
and NextIT.
Dean of the College of Science,
Health and Engineering Judd Case
said in an email, “I’d like to thank
the faculty for the fine job in educating Eastern’s students and I’d
also like to thank our administration, that even in these tough economic times, they have allowed us
to hire new faculty to continue to
invigorate our students.”
The School of Computer Engineering Sciences consists of the
Department of Computer Science
and the Department of Engineering and Design.
“We were the first and still the
only regional university in the
state that is allowed to offer engineering programs,” said Hansen.
“The prospect of getting jobs is a
top priority for students and we’re
helping develop programs where
we know there is a demand for
graduates.”

Grant money growing with yearly
increases for academic research
By Kristie Hsin
senior reporter

k.hsin@yahoo.com

The EWU Foundation Board
of Directors increased the budget
funding to $30,000 for staff and
faculty grants in Fiscal Year 2012.
“This year, we increased the
budget from $12,000 to $30,000
and our overall goal is to increase
this every year as finances allow,”
Foundation Executive Director
Mark Westfall said.
The foundation board, separate
from EWU, is a non-profit organization responsible for awarding
grants to staff and faculty members. The board consists of 26
members.
“In addition to being the governing board over the foundation,
they also govern various committees within the foundation like the
finance committee, ... the investment committee and the grant
committee,” Melody Graham, executive assistant to the vice president, said.
Faculty Instructional Opportunities, Research and Campus
Community Events, and Projects
are the three categories for the
grant. Award amounts are determined by the grant committee.
“This grant program is something that our [Start Something
Big Grant] committee made up
of the foundation board members and they get together during
the year to review applications
and then to make grant decisions
based on the applications,” Westfall said.
Formally known as the “minigrant,” these grants are awarded
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Allocation of $3,326 in grant funding
The Easterner/Graphics

on a quarterly basis by the grant
committee.
According to Graham, the demand for grants hasn’t increased
with budget cuts.
“I would like to say yes, but it really hasn’t. We’re quite surprised,”
Graham said. “It hasn’t declined,
but it hasn’t increased.
“We were at $40,000 several
years ago and, at that time, that was
what our budget allowed and then
the budget was decreasing, so we
had to cut different line items,” said
Graham. “We want to do everything
we can to provide grants to our faculty and staff.”
The grant for winter quarter was
divided and awarded to three faculty members and one staff member,
totaling at $3,326.10, according to
Eastern 24/7.
Each of the four recipients received different amounts of the total sum.
“Since it’s not a great sum of
money, … they tend to try to spread
the wealth a bit,” said Westfall of

the board. “They will try to help
several programs. There’s so much
need out there.”
Since 2009, the board committee
has awarded more than 40 grants.
The board hopes to have a continuous increase in the grant budget.
According to Westfall, an EWU
Foundation member will often step
up and make a donation from their
own pocket if there are not enough
funds.
“We have some great foundation
board members and they really care
about the students,” Westfall said.
According to Westfall, grants
awarded to staff and faculty expand
the recipients’ program and/or
projects that, as an end result, benefits students.
The winter quarter deadline is
Jan. 11 by 5 p.m. The deadline for
spring quarter is April 13, 2012 by
5 p.m.
Applications are available online
at http://access.ewu.edu/
Foundation/Documents/SSBGrant-for-Faculty-and-Staff-.xml.

Eastern
welcomes
Ranger
Challenge
By Trevor Parus
staff writer

trevparus@gmail.com

“The Ranger Challenge
has been going on since
ROTC started,” said Master Sergeant Joseph Martinez. The Ranger Challenge is deeply rooted in
the ROTC heritage.
The ROTC Ranger
Challenge will be held
Saturday, Nov. 5 at Camp
Seven-Mile Training Area.
The schools that finish in
the top two will go to West
Point for a national competition.
“The Ranger Challenge
is a friendly competition between other ROTC
universities around the
Northwest and involves
10 events,” Martinez said.
The 10 events are interspersed within the 6.2
mile course. The team
with the fastest time wins.
The Ranger Challenge
is a nationwide competition, but the schools that
EWU competes with are
based upon their ROTC
task force. Their ROTC
task force consists of Central Washington University, Oregon State University, Seattle University,
University of Oregon and
the University of Washington.
Ranger-page 9
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Occupy Spokane:

Paperless
planning
hits EWU

Protesters assemble downtown, calling
for action and change in the community

By Kyle Harding

By Frank McNeilly

senior reporter

contributing writer

kyle.c.harding@gmail.com

A new schedule planner on EagleNet is designed to simplify the way
students plan out their
class schedules.
The schedule planner is located under the
registration tab. The tool
allows students to build
their class schedules easily based on what classes
they want to take and
what times they want to
take them.
Students can look at
open classes and classes
with waitlists, select times
in which they do not want
to attend classes, and can
choose which classes they
want to take. The result is
every possible combination of the classes they
have selected, allowing
them to generate their
schedule. Students can
then narrow down their
schedules from the list
based on time, location
and instructor.
The planner opens
up in a separate window, making it accessible
for students to quickly
switch back and forth
between the online planner and other features on
EagleNet. It also saves
schedules that have been
created.
One feature missing
is the ability to register
in the selected classes
directly from the planner. For registration, students will still have to add
classes through EagleNet
the same way they have
before.
Registrar Erin Morgan
believes the new planner
is a useful addition to EagleNet.
“I used to work at
the community colleges
of Washington state. …
They had a tool like this
and students loved it.
And I thought it would
be great if we had something like this … because
I know students spend
a lot of time just looking
and trying to find that
class that fits their schedule,” said Erin Morgan.
“It’s definitely not meant
to take the place of advising,” said Morgan. “This
is just a tool to help you
plan when you’re going to
take those classes you’ve
selected with your advisor.”
According to Morgan,
2,665 students have used
the new schedule planner
so far.
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Photo by Derek Brown
Riverfront Park in downtown Spokane serves as the venue for Occupy Spokane.

Protesters are taking a stand
in Spokane against budgets for
education, the economy and the
current war.
The demonstrators at the
Occupy Spokane protest don’t
stand for one issue, but many
different ones.
The Occupy Spokane protest
is at the intersection of Monroe
and Riverside next to the Tom
Foley Federal Court Building.
Protesters have been standing
in front of the statue of Robert
John Monaghan on Monroe
Street with signs seeking approval from passing motorists
and pedestrians. Protesters
cheer each time cars pass and
honk their horns, some keeping
track of how many honks they
get with each wave of cars.
While the protest has not
made a big impact at Eastern,
other than creating conversation, some staff members see
important points in the protest.
Dr. Majid Sharifi, professor
of government, went to Occupy
Spokane and encourages students to see the importance it
has on students.
“Students could learn something new from the Occupy Spokane protest depending on their
background and interests. Students [can] learn that the Occupy Spokane protest supports
public universities, asking for a
re-appropriation of the budget.
The protest values public education and has the interest of
current and future students in
mind,” Sharifi said.
The Occupy Spokane protest is ongoing, 24 hours a day.
There is a volunteer center next

to the downtown library which
has food available for protesters.
The Occupy Spokane protest doesn’t have a leader, and
the protesters do not protest for
the same reasons. The protesters have been able to find common ground on their issues and
stand together with their differences.
The Work Not War protest
was organized by the Peace and
Justice Action League of Spokane (PJALS) and protested the
10-year war in the Middle East.
Protesters stood in Clark
Park at the corner of Division
and Garland, holding signs that
support more money for health
care, infrastructure and education rather than the ongoing
war.
Liz Moore, director of
PJALS, said the Work Not War
protest has issues that are relevant to students.
“The cost of the war America
has been in for 10 years has affected students financially and
emotionally. Tuition has gone
up while funding has gone
down. $1.3 trillion that was
spent on the war could have
gone towards scholarships,
funding for universities and
more jobs for university students,” Moore said.
PJALS not only supports
funds for students and public
universities, but more jobs and
money for the people of the
working class of America.
PJALS’ website includes
all of the financial information
about the current war and how
students can get involved.
For more information on
PJALS, visit http://www.pjals.
org.

Online courses becoming more expensive
due to a lack of state funding, resources
By Kyle Harding
senior reporter

kyle.c.harding@gmail.com

Many students who are
upset by the pricing discrepancies between online
courses and traditional
classroom-based courses
at EWU may not know the
reason behind the more
expensive online rate.
Most classes at Eastern, as with other state
universities, are subsidized by state funding.
With that funding,
the tuition for a Washington state resident undergraduate taking between 10 and 18 credits is
$2,229.67.
Students who are taking online classes, on top
of a normal classroom
workload, find themselves
being stuck with a sepa-

rate tuition bill for that
class.
This raises their bill
over $1,100 in the case of
a five-credit course.
According to John
Neace, director of the Division for International
and Educational Outreach
(DIEO), most of Eastern’s
online courses are selfsupporting. This means
that they are not paid for
by the state and are being
funded solely with tuition.
DIEO handle the majority
of online courses.
“The tuition covers any
expenses associated with
that class, which means
we pay that faculty to
teach that class, which is
over and above their contracted rate of pay via the
university,” Neace said.
“There are a few online
courses that are not self-

support that the faculty
have developed for online.”
The entire DIEO is
funded by tuition and
teaches self-support funded classroom courses at
Bellevue.
“Over in Bellevue, because it’s an off-campus
self-support, they pay per
credit for everything they
take. And a lot of them
are taking a full load, so
they’re paying $3,000
or $4,000 a quarter. But
there, we have a whole
different socio-economic
group of individuals. The
average income there is
substantially higher than
Spokane or Cheney.
“It covers the cost of
the program, the faculty
and staff. We generate a
little more revenue because we share some of

FREE
WHITENING!!!

that with the office of student services and the office of the provost,” Neace
said. “It’s unfortunate.
The upside is the expanded accessibility we provide
students for taking online
courses.”
According to Neace,
online courses at Washington State University
are considered part of the
normal load and are statefunded, but a fee is still
charged to support the
online office.
“It is hard to explain
to students when they
get that large bill,” Neace
said.
“The online courses
were always in addition
to what we offered here
face-to-face. We mainly
developed them for accessibility for students that
may not be physically able

to come to EWU. They’ve
always been in addition to
the faculty teaching load.
… Will that ever alter? It
may in the future, but not
at this time.”
“If they’re all statefunded, then we, in DIEO,
would need to have stateallocated money to run our
operation,” said Neace.
“The university has
deemed this part of the
online learning at EWU,
at this time, will run selfsupport. Even though it’s
a bit more, and we’re cognizant of that, we do feel
the service we’re providing is significant for student success here at EWU.
We have a lot of students
who relocate, who didn’t
quite finish what they
needed to, and now they
have an avenue by which
to do that,” said Neace.

Have a news tip?
Comment on Twitter:
#EWUtip
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Cheney blacks out
Construction adds to
technical difficulties,
turning off the lights
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“I believe it was 9:15 p.m. when
the power went out, partial power
restored [at] 10:30 p.m., then the remaining was restored about five minutes to midnight,” Noland said.
The power was out for nearly a
third of the town with downtown
Cheney feeling most of the effect,
specifically the local bars.
Robert Denny, a cook at Eagle’s
Pub, found the outage to be an experience.
“Well, at first, it was kind of crazy. We had no lights, no candles. We
only had two flashlights that were
used for checking IDs. But then one
of the waitresses brought in probably fifty or sixty candles, then the
other cook came in and brought in a
bunch of flashlights and after that, it
was cool. It was actually kind of fun,”
Denny said.

Jonathan Mendez, a resident of
Cheney, was at Eagle’s Pub when the
power went out.
“It was just really chill. They lit up
the bar with candles. We were getting kind of rowdy, so we just left and
went over to the basement. They still
had power there, so I think everyone
just went there,” Mendez said.
Jessica Gundgell, bartender at
Wild Bill’s, remembers the night the
power went out.
“Around 10:00 p.m., we were all
just sitting in here. There were probably fifteen people in here and the
power just went off and our emergency lights came on, but turned off
within two minutes. So then, we were
sitting here in the darkness and most
everybody was really calm about it.
But for the most part, it was kind of a
neat experience.”

Workshop series facilitates
success of business students
By Kyle Harding
senior reporter

kyle.c.harding@gmail.com

In a move designed to
help business students develop career skills, the College of Business and Public
Administration is developing a series of workshops
where students can learn
from established business
professionals.
The pilot event was held
Thursday, Oct. 13, at Showalter Hall and the Riverpoint campus in Spokane.
Students had a chance to
listen to and ask questions
of three professional accountants.
Chuck Pfeil, director
of audit at the State Auditor’s Office of Washington
State, EWU alum Randy
Wells, northwest managing partner for the nationwide accounting firm RSM
McGladrey, Inc., and Steve
Helmbrecht, senior vice
president and chief financial officer for Itron Inc.,
an international manufacturing firm, all shared their
insights on how to succeed
in business.
The program drew 245
students to the Cheney
campus Thursday after-

noon and another 220 to
Riverpoint in the evening.
The series of workshops
was conceived by the accounting program’s advisory board.
“[The board] proposed
the speaker series,” said
Arsen Djatej, associate
professor of accounting.
“They wanted to have an
executive series to provide
value to our graduates, to
enhance the understanding
of the professional world,
to develop a network, and
basically to understand
what it takes to be a professional. We have an extremely strong professional accounting program. …
I wanted to make sure our
students have better outreach and exposure.”
Though the program
was designed for accounting students and the feature speakers were all accountants, others could
still benefit.
Djatej said there were a
significant number of other
majors there from a variety
of programs in the business school.
The speakers shared
their business and educational experiences, as well
as what things they would

have done differently, with
the audience before fielding questions.
“I focused on business
accounting,” Pfeil said.
“I would focus on being
more well-rounded and being able to communicate.
We’re in the business of interacting with people.”
Pfeil also advised students to seek internships.
“It’s a great way to get work
experience while you’re
still in school,” he said.
“One of our biggest sources
[of hiring] is internships.”
Pfeil acknowledged that
the economy being down
has slowed the pace of hiring in the auditor’s office.
“We were hiring 40 to 50
auditors a year. Recently,
it’s down to 12 or 15.”
Wells echoed Pfeil’s advice on developing communication skills.
“If you’re an accountant and you can sell,
you’ll move up quickly,”
Wells said. “Joining organizations at a young age is
something that has really
helped my career. Great
communication skills are
probably the number one
thing we look for.”
Helmbrecht
advised
students to take advantage

of meeting people in the
business community. He
said that the people who
succeed most in business
are “smart, hardworking
people who care.”
“Smart is more than
having a high GPA; …
smart is having a thirst
for knowledge. Hard work
is not just putting in a lot
of hours, it’s an attitude,”
Helmbrecht said.
During the presentation, audience members
were encouraged to write
questions down.
At the end, the speakers fielded questions, such
as what things they would
have done differently in
college and their careers.
Some of these areas
included if there are any
women considered higher-ups in their organizations, if they passed the
Certified Public Accountant exam on their first try
and what their greatest
ethical challenges were.
Though this event was
just a pilot, the university is already planning
to have more like it in the
future.
“There’s no doubt it’s
going to continue,” Djatej
said.
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The power outage on Oct. 6, 2011
was caused by what’s known as a hot
line clamp failure.
According to Joe Noland, city
of Cheney light director, “the hot
line clamp got loose somehow, and
when it gets loose, it starts arcing inside, arcing causes heat and actually
burned an aluminum line that was
on, which caused it to fall down onto
the neutral while it was still energized and that created a direct short
on our circuit, which caused the power to go out.”
Normally, a hot line clamp failure does not cause such a large issue.
However, there was construction on
some of the circuits.
“We had construction workers
rebuilding feeders four and five, a
circuit out of our Cheney substation.
In order for them to work inside the
substation, we had transferred all the
load to the Four Lakes substation,”
Noland said.
The construction, at the time, resulted in more outages than normal.
The light department usually takes
preventive measures to decrease the
risk of outages of this magnitude.
“Typically, we find [hot spots] before they get this bad, because we do
an infrared scan of our system every
year, which just shows you all the hot
spots,” Noland said.
The department was unable to locate this problem with the infrared
scan because the scan was performed
back in February.
“It could have gotten loose over
the summer from the wind,” Noland
said.
The light department was able to
identify the problem when a report
was made of a hanging wire. When
the light department responded
to the call, they found the hot line
clamp that had failed, they repaired
the problem and restored power, according to Noland.
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Club:
Dempsey’s Brass Rail
Zola’s
Mexican restaurants:
El Rodeo
Ionic Burritos
Pizza:
Rocky Roccoco’s

Bar:

Eagle’s Pub
Mall:
Spokane Valley Mall
General restaurant:
Sushi Maru
Saranac Public House
Elk Public House
Coffee shop/stand:
Bigfoot Java
Thomas Hammer
Make nominations on Facebook
(The Easterner), Twitter
(@EasternerOnline)
or write us at
easterner.editor@gmail.com

Spokane's Premier Haunted House Returns!

for lndMdual & Group Ticket Information
and haunting times, please visit

www.riverfronffright.org
Don't wait. Buy your tickets online NOW!
Enter the promo code "eagles"
for a special discounted ticket price!
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“The barrage of mass media-generated imagery in visual culture is relentless; but the snippet, the freeze-frame
can be profound.” - David Saling

Clockwise from top: “Salute” [acrylic on panel], “Sandwich Bag Drawings” [mixed media on paper], “I Saw Red
(When I met you)” [acrylic on wood], “Midway Center”
[acrylic on panel] and “Saturn Devouring His Hot Dog”
[acrylic on panel].

Saling:
Continued from front

Most of the work on
display in the EWU Art
Gallery is from David’s
time at Arizona State,
explained Nancy Hathaway, EWU gallery director. The biggest piece on
display was “I Saw Red,”
a collection of paper-dolllike naked self-portraits.
The wooden cut-out
sculptures are life-sized
and stand among viewers
as they move through the
gallery.
“[David’s work is] contemporary art imagery
combined in a narrative
setup, open to interpretation,” said Hathaway. She
explained that David was
interested in addressing
social issues, such as dis-

Photos courtesy of EWU Art Gallery

Monologues:
Continued from front

a young woman who
has written her own musical and she says, ‘I’ve been
looking around for directors and I got your name.
Will you direct my musical?’
which I have not touched
since I was 14 years old. I
was like ‘I cannot direct a
musical, no.’”
That call was soon followed by yet another offer
to direct.
“Later that week, Sara
[Goff, assistant professor
at EWU] and Jeff [Sanders,
EWU lecturer] called me
and were like ‘Hey, will you
come direct for us?’” Guthrie said. “I felt like my door
is being kicked down so I
did, I said ‘OK, I will come
direct for you.’”
Guthrie was able to pick
whatever play she wanted
to direct. After a little deliberation, she settled on “The
Vagina Monologues,” a play
she had performed three
times in her four years at
West Virginia University.
“Directing in academia
is very different than directing in the professional
world; it’s very different,”
she said. “You’re not a director; you’re also a teacher. You’re giving them different tools and different
styles and you get more
time.”
Since she had performed this play in college
and felt she could wrap her
mind around it, Guthrie
had no reservations when
it came to choosing “The
Vagina Monologues.” She is
worried that people might
not show up because they
believe the play to be pornographic.
“I’m trying to make it as
funny and fun as possible,”
she said. “I hope that people come and giggle and I’m
having [the actresses] say
‘vagina’ in the most unattractive way possible, in as
many weird ways as possible, so hopefully, it will
make everyone giggle.”
After auditioning actresses for the play, Guthrie found herself with the

difficult task of placing the
women with a monologue.
“I have the bold choices
woman, but I also have
the quiet, soft one,” she
said. “I also need the boyish one, the boyish energy
even, so I tried to mix it up.
I didn’t want them all to be
the same. I didn’t want one
woman to represent nine
women; I wanted nine very
different women. I wanted
a spectrum of women.”
Senior Bryn Butler,
an actress in “The Vagina
Monologues,” said that she
has learned a lot through
her participation in the
play.
“I have learned to open
my eyes,” Butler said in an
email. “This world of EWU
is not the only one that exists and it is so easy to get
trapped in this Cheney
bubble. There are other
cultures and worlds that
are not as simple as ours
and the lives of the women
in these monologues show
different parts of the whole
world.”
Written by Eve Ensler in
1996, Guthrie’s version of
“The Vagina Monologues”
will feature 11 monologues,
including a couple of spotlight pieces that Ensler has
added to the play over the
years.
One monologue, “The
Flood,” is about a 72-yearold woman who is laughed
at by her first boyfriend after she ejaculates in his car.
After that experience, the
woman shuts down emotionally.
“This one experience
having to do with the vagina kind of shut her down
from all intimacy, from ever
trusting love,” Guthrie said.
“She never let love into her
life again because of one experience.”
Another
monologue,
“Because He Liked To Look
At It,” finds a woman who
Guthrie feels saw sex as a
need, changing for the better after an experience with
a man who wants to look at
her vagina.
“She had a huge wall, or
block there before, but he
literally opened up a whole
new door for her,” Guthrie

said. “Changed who she is
on the inside and opened
her emotions and her mind
and her heart actually to
love being a greater thing.”
One of the spotlight
pieces, “They Beat the Girl
Out of My Boy… Or So They
Tried,” tells of a transgender person’s experience.
“Transgender has also
recently been knocking
on my universe door,” she
said. “I just found out my
sister has worked with a lot
of people going through the
operations and all the hormone treatments and I had
no idea she had done that.
Another one has a friend
coming in to talk to us
who’s in the middle of it. It
was a really good rehearsal
day when we all discovered
that this was the piece we
wanted to do.”
With this play, Guthrie wants to ease any fears
that women may have surrounding their vaginas and
to reroute themselves in
their bodies.
“It’s kind of like a selfhelp thing, … exploring
what feelings reside there,
history you’ve had there,
hang ups around there,” she
said. “In doing that, I think
it will reveal more things
about who you are that you
didn’t know existed before.”
Guthrie also wants both
men and women to feel more
comfortable in their own skin.
“I think it would lead us
closer to our true selves and
away from the mold we try
and fit into as women and if
we can find that place, and
find peace with it, you’ve got
everything you need to survive in this life,” she said.
“And if I could wish for anything, I hope they see this
show, go home, and start
thinking about their own and
just start a little self-exploration.”
“The Vagina Monologues” runs Wednesday,
Oct. 26, Friday, Oct. 28,
Saturday, Oct. 29 at 7:30
p.m., Thursday, Oct. 27
at 5:00 p.m. and Sunday,
Oct. 30 at 2:00 p.m.

crimination and gender
perception.
“Women can wear anything they want to, you
know, like men’s clothes,
but for men to wear women’s clothing … that creates
this big brouhaha,” said
Hathaway. “David was very
interested in … how people
are influenced and bound
by that.”
“A lot of this work
is about the life experiences that he had … from
the past or going on in the
present,” she said. “The
viewer has to figure out
the thought or experience,
what it means.”
“[There were] lots of
different roads to where
he ended up,” said Brian
Saling, David’s brother.
“I didn’t see him doing
this.”
Karen Mobley, a long-

time friend and colleague,
agreed. “His taste was a
little bit of everything,”
she said.
Gary smiled and
pointed to some of David’s paintings. “I see little bits from our lives as
kids,” he said. “This guy,
here … with the table saw
… our father used to have
a saw like that.”
“It’s … an honor that
Nancy was able to put this
together,” said Brian. “David was not your typical
artist … he definitely saw
things differently. You’ve
definitely gotta see it. David’s stuff is done so that
when you look at it from
different distances, you
see different things. His
focus was different than
other artists … who had
been doing art earlier in
their lives.”
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Photo by Evan Sykes

Bringing the Circus Home

Photo by Evan Sykes
Lauren Stovall sports a clown for the obstacle course.

Homecoming week course
challenges teams

Guest musicians
rock the crowd

By Evan Sykes

By Sarah MacDonald

photographer

contributing writer

evan.m.sykes@gmail.com

sarah.macdonald@eagles.ewu.edu

Normally clowning around is discouraged
around campus; not so during the obstacle course
team challenge.
It consisted of four events: dressing in a clown
costume and racing to make balloon animals; a giant puzzle; a basketball free throw challenge; and a
mini-gauntlet-blow-up slide. It was “serious” competition as teams battled it out in a race to the finish.
There were mixed feelings amongst the competitors on what the hardest part of the event
was. When asked about the hardest part of the
team challenge, Lauren Stovall, member of Zeta
Phi Beta, said, “Getting my clown pants on. The
balloon animals were easy.”
“[These events] get us all involved and bring
us together,” Stovall said.
Alex Feero was a bit intimidated by the skillful
way his opponent twisted his balloon animals together with grace and ease. “[The balloon animals
were] the most challenging, that’s for sure.”
As for the giant puzzle challenge, everyone
made suggestions for placement of the pieces to
the person assembling it. Some attendees were
cheering for their friends, while others, such as
Katie Bohnet, came to listen to the band.
But, it appeared that most were there for seriously silly competition.

Eclectic Approach and Tommy
Simmons made for an entertaining
show behind EWU’s JFK Library on
Wednesday, Oct. 12.
Eclectic Approach, known for
their multi-genre music composed
of rock, hip-hop, and funk, performed multiple songs, including a
freestyle of Aqua’s “Barbie Girl” and
a special song dedicated to breast
cancer awareness.
“I absolutely enjoyed the ‘Barbie
Girl’ freestyle, it was cool,” said junior Colby Flory.
“I think they are really good and
catchy. They are playing to our liking and age group,” said senior Sarah Bicoy.
In October 2009, Eclectic Approach vocalist Jowed Hadeed was
battling a life-threatening case of
H1N1 (swine) flu with a 10 to 15 percent chance of survival.
After spending numerous days
in a coma, he became an inspiration for their song “The Waiting
Room.”

The near-death experience also
inspired the band to be positive and
upbeat while performing.
Hadeed said to remember “worse
things can happen.”
Eclectic Approach recorded their
last album with producer Justin
Armstrong, who is known for producing top-rated records in Robert
BAnds-page 9
Photos by Mikayla Napier:
Above: Tommy Simmons performs a song on his acoustic
guitar while sheltering the
Computer Engineering Building.
Right: Eastern Royalty 2011,
(L-R)Kathlyn Barbero, first runner up; Kelly Crawford, second
runner up; Ms. Eastern, Maria
Elena Calderon; Kyler Burnett,
first runner up; Cody Thompson,
second runner up; Mr. Eastern,
Larren Wright

Eastern Elegance pageant clad in regal red and white
By Desireé Hood
staff writer

d.hood28@gmail.com

Eastern Elegance, hosted by Eagle Entertainment,
was held Thursday Oct. 13,
and crowned Larren Wright
and Maria Elena Calderon
as Mr. and Ms. Eastern for
Homecoming 2011.
Exactly 502 students,
friends, and family packed
the Showalter Auditorium
to show support for their
contestant. The Eastern Elegance program consisted

of speeches where each
candidate talked of their
platform, a talent segment,
impromptu questions, and
finally, crowning of the winners.
There were six men and
eight women competing for
the crown and each candidate had a platform. The
platforms included cancer
research, Relay for Life,
setting up scholarships,
and many other causes that
were near to the candidates’
hearts. The winning contestants’ platforms will be im-

plemented with the crown
holders help throughout
the next year.
“We thought the turnout, as far as the number
of contestants, was amazing. Something we weren’t
expecting, but we were very
happy it happened,” said
Berto Cerrillo, adviser for
campus programs in the
Office of Student Involvement and Leadership and
master of ceremonies for
the evening.
Maria Elena Calderon
was sponsored by the Chi-

cano Education Program
and will help with fundraising to set up a $500 scholarship to help students continue their education. Her
talent was a cultural dance
with a partner.
“I had no idea I would
win. I am shocked,” Calderon said after getting
crowned by Ms. Eastern
2010 Lakeisha Jones. “$500
is the minimum I want to
give, but I would love to give
at least a thousand dollars.”
Wright, sponsored by
Pearce Hall, won and his

platform is Relay for Life.
Sponsored by the American Cancer Society, Relay
for Life is an overnight relay wherein teams camp
around a track and take
turns walking laps to raise
money for cancer research.
Wright plans to “run it and
walk it” this year. His talent
was a lip-syncing skit with
a friend and co-contestant
Cori Olson, who participated as the “girl” in the skit.
The talent performed
from the contestants showed
a wide variety of students

and culture here on Eastern’s campus. From singing
and dancing, to yo-yoing and
sign language, the talent portion showed a mix.
“I am blown away by
the amount of talent people
showed. Saying that you are
going to sing a song is one
thing, but Ayla [DeLaat]
signing it was a completely
different thing,” Leah Horton, chairperson for Eagle
Entertainment, said. “All
the contestants brought it
Elegance-page 9
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‘The Hangout’ hits it big
with middle schoolers
at community center
By Fedor Gaponenko
staff writer

fgaponenko76@gmail.com

Eastern alum captures car culture, community on film in ‘More Than a Drive’
By Kyle Franko
contributing writer

kyle.franko3@gmail.com

Hundreds of European sports cars invade the picturesque, Bavarian-themed
town of Leavenworth, Wash., every summer. This is an event EWU graduate Samuel Dobbins plans to capture on film.
Dobbins and his crew’s efforts debut
this winter in the documentary “More
Than A Drive,” chronicling a trip beginning in Bellevue, Wash. and winding
through the mountains to Leavenworth.
With the proceeds going to benefit the
Children’s Hospital & Regional Medical
Center in Seattle, to Dobbins, the annual
event is “more than a drive.”
“The people and the community in the
Pacific Northwest is way different than any
other area in the country,” said Dobbins.
“We want to show people it’s not really
about the cars; it goes a lot deeper than
that. It’s like a family to most of us,”
Even after traveling across the country
photographing cars and related events,
Dobbins returns to the Leavenworth event
every year.
“It’s my favorite event. It’s cool because
… it’s a perfect demonstration of what the
Volkswagen community is about and what
it’s like to be part [of] … the enthusiasm
and the lifestyle that goes into it,” Dobbins
said.
Dobbins criticizes the videos and movies depicting car culture available today,
claiming those films are missing essential
story elements.
“You get bored after the fifth or sixth
minute,” said Dobbins.
“There’s not really anything that describes what it’s like to be part of the community, … the camaraderie and the family type of feeling that’s present amongst
everybody. We set forth with that in the
back of our minds, trying to make it something that anybody, whether you’re into
cars or Volkswagen specifically, … would
get into.”

Photos courtesy of Sam Dobbins
To date, “More Than a Drive” has received over $10,000 in donations.

Dobbins — with help — set out to accomplish such a task. “I’ve been into cars
my entire life,” said Dobbins. “I grew up
around hot rods.”
Besides telling a story, “More Than A
Drive” will have another advantage over
similar films — music.
“We knew we wanted some great music, … but we didn’t want to steal any music,” said Dobbins.
“We’re working with Kevin Yost [a contemporary jazz music producer]; he’s writing a full original score. … It’s something
no one else has really done,” said Dobbins.
“Everyone just swipes the music from the
internet or YouTube or whatever.”
It’s not to say it was not a tough job or
there were not any unexpected challenges.
“We were really crossing our fingers
that it wasn’t going to rain … We woke
up Saturday morning to just nothing but
rain. It was pretty much a torrential downpour,” said Dobbins.

“When you’ve got $75,000 worth of
camera equipment on the line and only
some of its waterproof, … you kind of get a
little sketched out.”
The hard working crew was able to pull
it off. After capturing over 300 hours of
footage, it’s been a struggle for Dobbins
and his partner, Anna Taylor, to condense
the material into a 45 minute film.
After countless days spent planning,
filming and driving, “More Than A Drive”
is nearly set to be released.
“It’s like a National Geographic documentary with a snowboarding movie, but
it’s about cars,” said Dobbins.
After the movie premieres this winter
at the Naked City Brewery in Seattle, both
hard and digital copies can be purchased
at http://www.morethanmore.com.
For additional information about the
movie and the people, check out http://
www.morethanadrive.com.

EWU’s children’s studies department
is back on track with The Cheney Hangout
after being out of commission since the
winter of 2008-2009 when a snow storm
collapsed the Wren Pierson Community
Center.
The Hangout is a program specifically
designed for middle school students to
have a safe place to do fun projects, learn
and be creative, as well as hangout with
their friends.
It originally started in the lobby of
Brewster Hall where about six to 10 kids
attended. “As we got too big for that, we
started working with the city,” said Dr.
Sue Wright, professor and director of children’s studies at Eastern. “Parks and Recreation provided us with the facility at the
Wren Pierson building.”
The D.A.R.E foundation also provided
a $20,000 grant that was used to buy most
of the equipment that continues to be used
as the program grows.
Wright said that “it’s a demonstration
project for children’s studies. It operates
on a children’s studies philosophy, which
is really about engaging the kids by getting
their voices into the programming.”
“We’re committed to providing space
on the program free to the kids because
many of them come from low-income
families,” said Wright. “The city provides
the space free of charge. Children’s studies provides the budget for the staffing,
middle schools provide transportation free
of charge, and Community in Schools provides the snacks. So, it’s very sustainable.”
There are current openings on the staff.
“If you’re a children’s studies major, this is
a great place to do your internship because
you actually have contact with what you’re
studying,” said intern Anne Long.
Children’s studies majors aren’t the
only ones who can be on staff. Anyone doing recreation, child development or even
artistic majors, such as music and drama,
are always welcome to share their skills.
Oliver Davidson, the Hangout program
coordinator, said that one of the favorite
activities amongst the students is cooking.
“Cooking is so popular. We have almost an
industrial kitchen. It’s so great for getting
kids in there and having them make stuff.”
The next project they are working on
is getting a media studio, according to Davidson. “We want to provide the kids with
cameras and different equipment to make
YouTube videos, short films and any other projects they may be interested in. We
want them to work with Photoshop and
learn software in a whole new way,” said
Davidson.
Jake Murray, a seventh grader who regularly attends the Hangout, said his favorite thing to do is play pool. “I just learned
how to play this year,” said Murray “I also
like playing the video games.”
Murray’s friends were the ones that
first introduced him to the Hangout. “One
of my friends told me about it last year and
how the building collapsed. And now that
it reopened, I was like, ‘I’ll go check it out.’”
His friend, Hanna Copeland, has been
coming since the start of the school year.
Her favorite thing is “hanging out with
friends, just to get away.”
The Hangout is open for more middle
school students wanting to join, according to Copeland. “Anyone who’s interested
should come because it’s a lot of fun.”
To learn more about The Hangout, contact Dr. Sue Wright at swright@ewu.edu.

EWU graduate presents lecture on manipulative use of feminist jargon
By Nikki Livingston
contributing writer

nikkijane@live.com

Usually, zombies are
restricted to horror films,
but they shambled into academic discourse when an
EWU graduate presented
“Zombie Feminism” as part
of the Women’s Studies fall

lecture series on Tuesday,
Oct. 11 in Monroe Hall.
Angel Cervantes used
this allusion to pop culture
monsters as a label for feministic language that supports hidden agendas that
go against the principles of
feminism.
“[Zombie Feminism is]
looking, walking, talking

like a feminist, but supporting anti-women ideas,” said
Cervantes.
To help others understand what Zombie Feminism means, Cervantes had
to come up with a universal
definition of feminism: “All
people are entitled to equality under social, economic
and reproductive systems.”

An example of Zombie
Feminism was presented
using public figure Sarah
Palin. According to Cervantes, Palin uses her “prowomen sisterhood” stance
to promote having a career
and a family, but not one
without the other.
Cervantes formed this
presentation after watch-

$1,000 per month?
You can’t beat that.
Sperm donors can earn up to $1,000 per month.
nwcryobank.com

ing “Zombie Strippers” and
analyzing it from a feminist
point of view.
According to Cervantes,
the movie portrays the
zombie strippers as the
most adored and powerful of strippers in a setting
where strip clubs are illegal.
They are autonomous and
financially well off, which

poses the question: does a
woman have to become a
monster to be powerful?
Cervantes
presented
the lecture at EWU’s Student Research and Creative
Works Symposium and at
the Ithaca National Conference on Undergraduate Research in New York earlier
this year.
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Not-so-scary feminists: Campus feminists welcome, educate all
By Nikki Livingston
contributing writer

nikkijane@live.com

They don’t burn bras,
don’t always wear combat
boots, don’t hate all men and
aren’t frightening, despite
their “scary” moniker.
The club calls themselves
Scary Feminists and their
mission is to come together
as “a group of individuals that
identify as feminists and wish
to advocate for equal rights
with a sense of humor.”
In order to understand
the topics that concern the
members, Sally Winkle, the
club adviser, provided definitions of feminism.
“There are a lot of different definitions of feminism,
but the most basic one would

be that feminism advocates
for equality for all people
regardless of gender, race,
sexual orientation, class, et
cetera,” she said.
According to Winkle, that
definition can be limiting
to some feminists because
equality is an elusive concept
in our society. It brings up the
question: equal to whom?
bell hooks, educator and
writer, defines feminism as
“the movement to end sexism, sexist exploitation and
sexist oppression.”
“The word ‘feminist’ is so
misinterpreted. I thought it
was male-bashing,” said Alan
Fonseca, acting vice president
of the club.
The Scary Feminists work
closely with Voices of Planned
Parenthood (VOX).

According to Molly Fitzpatrick, president of Scary
Feminists, this student-run
organization promotes reproductive health and access
to contraceptive methods,
such as condoms and the
pill, cervical and breast cancer screenings, and sexuallytransmitted infection (STI)
screenings.
VOX members participate
in pro-choice conferences,
run information tables about
reproductive health, petition
for free birth control and lobby to get directly involved in
government.
In past years, the club
has had members that were
participants in both Scary
Feminists and VOX and the
remaining members will continue in this tradition.

“We’re kind of like two
clubs in one. So we have all
the resources of Planned Parenthood when we do VOX,
but freedom to do other
things as Scary Feminists,”
said Fitzpatrick.
All genders, political
views, sexual orientations
and opinions are welcomed
by the club and they open
their doors to anyone willing
to listen and share their point
of view.
“[We’re] an open environment where people can
express their opinion without
feeling attacked,” said Fonseca.
In addition to their regular meetings, the club wants
to connect with other diversity groups on campus, such
as international and intercul-

tural clubs.
The club usually participates in Health, Wellness
and Prevention Services’s
“CONDOM*MANIA.” The
group sets up an information
table for World AIDS Day to
promote awareness of the
disease and hopes to participate in the ASEWU Involvement Fair.
Scary Feminists also runs
bake-sales, film series with
female protagonists, prochoice events and lesbian,
gay, bi-sexual and transgender events.
They are currently working on “Corazón Scarves,” a
project that helps victims
escaping from domestic
violence to become selfsufficient. Women from developing countries, such as

Haiti, Guatemala and Nepal, send handmade scarves
to the U.S. The scarves are
sold and the profit is sent
back to the women.
The Scary Feminists
will be selling the scarves
on a monthly basis beginning Friday, Oct. 21 from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. on the lower
floor of the PUB for $20-35.
The $35 scarves are Domestic Violence Awareness
themed, with a purple ribbon embroidered on them.
Margo Pecha, secretary
of the club, feels that it is
important that the club has
fun, too.
“We have a sense of humor. It’s the name. It is supposed to be ironic; we want
to have fun with it,” Pecha
said.

EWU debate team flies
to Las Vegas to compete
By Kelly Manalo
contributing writer

manalo.kelly@gmail.com

Photo contributed by Dave Wong
(L to R) Director Anthony DiBlask, star Kevin Alejandro, writer/producer Scott Poiley, writer/producer Bruce Wood.

EWU alumnus Wood horrifies Hollywood
By Kelly Manalo
contributing writer

manalo.kelly@gmail.com

Writer and producer
Bruce Wood unveils his
first feature film, a supernatural thriller, titled
“Cassadaga.” The first
showing of Wood’s film
will be at the Screamfest
Horror Film Festival,
known for first exposing
the movie “Paranormal
Activity,” .
Wood studied human biology at EWU and
screenwriting at the University of Miami.
Now he is constantly
busy writing and producing for PoilyWood Entertainment and is currently
working on preparing
his next film, due to start
filming in November.
According to Wood,
the supernatural genre
is his favorite to write.
“There’s a market for horror films done at lower
budget and you can find
success in it,” said Wood.
“If it were up to me, I
would continue making
horror movies.”
Wood’s writing process begins with a short
outline, which transitions
into a longer one, ending
the process with a 40page rough draft for the
film. Wood says many a
time, he’ll be at the gym
and all of a sudden, he’ll

get a great idea, write it on
his iPad and email himself.
Wood keeps a “goto idea” file with stories
saved for later development or use. At a later
time, he looks at whatever
seems most developed
and has the most appeal.
“I’m hypercritical of
the stuff I write,” Wood
said.
“A lot of the other
scripts
I’m
currently
working on will someday,
hopefully, make it into
films,” said Wood.
It took a long time for
Wood to discover what he
really wanted to pursue as
a career. He first wanted
to become a college professor, then a dentist, but
quickly learned he didn’t
want to be drilling people’s teeth for the rest of
his life.
“I ended up making
movies with friends just
for fun,” said Wood.
Unsure if that was something he wanted to seriously
pursue, he waited two years
to study screenwriting.
“The movie idea was
based off of a town right
near where I lived,” said
Wood. Cassadaga is a
real place in Florida and
is called the “Psychiatric
Capital of the World.”
After writing the first
draft, Wood found investors and then hired Director Anthony DiBlasi,

cast, and crew members.
As a producer, Wood is
the first one on set and
the last to leave, working
twelve-hour days.
“[Throughout
filming], it’s the three of us
[director and producers]
making a whole lot of decisions together. We have
to come to a consensus of
what will be the best for
the film,” said Wood.
“Everything I do is
with Scott Poily [of PoilyWood Entertainment]. I
like producing the material I write. Scott and I
will keep making movies
together,” said Wood.
When asked what he
was looking forward to,
Wood mentioned the
process of selling the film
and meeting with the distributors the night of the
premiere. “Then we’ll get
a real idea of how successful the film is going to be,”
said Wood.
“The trailer blew us
away with how well it was
received. The truth will
soon be manifested and
the audience will decide
and weigh in whether or
not they like, kind of like,
or hate it. We’re going to
be positive,” said Wood.
Currently, Wood is
busy with the pre-production of his next movie.
He’s anxious about the
premiere, but explained
that he was more anxious
to get the next film ready.

Cassa-who?

Cassadaga stars
Kelen Coleman (Children
of the Corn: Genesis), Kevin Alejandro (True Blood,
Southland) and Academy Award winner Louise
Fletcher (One Flew Over
the Cuckoo’s Nest).

Cassa-what?
Devastated by the death
of her younger sister, Lily
Morel seeks solace at the
spiritualist community of
Cassadaga. But instead
of finding closure during a séance, she contacts something else – the
vengeful ghost of a murdered young woman.
With her life crumbling
all around her, Lily races
to unravel the mysterious
circumstances surrounding the woman’s death
– a task that will bring
her face-to-face with a sadistic serial killer known
only as “Geppetto.”

Cassa-where?
www.facebook.com
/cassadagafilm

Eastern’s debate team
competed Oct. 15-17 at the
Las Vegas Classic Invitational hosted by the University of Nevada, Las Vegas.
This year’s debate topic
was: “The United States
Federal Government should
substantially increase its
democracy assistance for
one or more of the following: Tunisia, Egypt, Libya,
Yemen, Bahrain, and/or
Syria.” The topic lasts a full
year and is chosen through
a vote by the community.
“The topic this year is
so awesome, far and away;
it has to do with U.S. democracy movement providing assistance [overseas],” said junior debater
Dave Collins. “The topic is
so germane and literally
changing every day.”
“What’s
interesting
about the countries represented is that they are
radically different from
one another in the way
they are handling their
revolutions,” Collins said.
Teams of two either affirm or negate the topic in
competitions. Research is
then done by the team and
shared between members.
Students learn research
skills and have to stay upto-date on the current
events in international affairs. Debate teams work in
pairs and there are currently six part-time debaters
and two traveling debaters.
Advisor Izak Dunn
said “being on the debate
team is good for your résumé and helps you stand
out. It is good preparation
for grad school.”
“Having success in debate opens doors for grad
school, big time,” said
Collins.
The Communication
326 class, a 1-3 credit class
taught by Dunn, teaches
students how to debate,
cross examine, learn debate theory and conduct
argumentative research.
“It’s a hands-on participatory crash course in argumentation,” said Dunn.
“Knowing how to do
research helps you so

much in undergrad, and
will particularly help in
grad school,” said Collins.
Sophomore
debater
Pierce Oeflein said “you
[also] don’t have to be on
the team to be in the class
or vice versa.”
Students can still join
the debate class even if
they don’t want to compete. Instead, they can
choose to work on a service
project, such as staging a
public debate or recruiting
high school debaters.
Students encouraged
to join are those studying
pre-law, political science,
international affairs, communication, government
and/or philosophy, but all
are welcome.
Oeflein sees a lot of positive things that can come
from being on the debate
team. “I like being able to
see different perspectives
and opinions from others.
You also get to visit a lot
of different colleges, meet
other people you probably
wouldn’t meet otherwise
that are all intellectual
people,” he said.
Collins said that the
debate tournaments have
“some of the smartest
people that are really informed and really care.”
The
team
travels
across the nation, with
funding and support from
Dr. Jakob Obie Camp,
MD, of
Sacred Heart
Medical Center. Currently, the team is traveling
every third week, with six
competitions fall quarter
and three to four in winter
quarter.
Next month, the team
will be going to Wake Forest University in WinstonSalem, N.C. to compete.
Interested in joining the team?
Contact Professor
Izak Dunn at idunn@ewu.edu
OR
Come to the meetings in Communications Building
320, Wednesdays
at 2-3:20 p.m.

Snowboarders, skiers to show off their skills at The Grind
By Azaria Podplesky
eagle life editor

easterner.eaglelife@gmail.com

It may only be October,
but there will soon be snow
on campus as EPIC Adventures gets ready to hold their
annual Rail Jam, The Grind.
In its fifth year, The
Grind, which averages 250
participants, features high
school and college students,
as well as a few professional
snowboarders and skiers,
performing tricks and jumps
off of rails and boxes that
EPIC sets up in JFK Field.
EPIC also brings in bags of

crushed ice and uses them to
create the perfect course for
competitors.
After each competitor
rides the boxes and rails,
the audience, as well as a
few judges, will vote on each
rider. Top scoring students
win prizes, like snowboards
and skis, many of which have
been provided by the events’
sponsors.
According to Georgia
May, EPIC front desk student manager, an EPIC employee came up with the idea
for The Grind after hoping to
create an event that would be
beneficial to EPIC and EWU.

“People get to know about
EPIC and EWU through Rail
Jam,” she said. “We bring in
high school students from
the West Side and from
Spokane Valley. I’d say twothirds of our competitors are
high school students.”
May also said this event
was a great way for riders to
get a jumpstart on the season.
“It’s a really big event for
snowboarders since it’s their
first event they can get started in,” she said. “Before the
season even starts, they can
get on their board and try out
new equipment.”

For those who would
like to learn more about
local snowboarding and
skiing opportunities, area
resorts and gear stores will
have representatives running informational booths
at The Grind.
Students without their
own gear can rent snowboards and skis from EPIC,
though they must rent any
equipment they will need
the Friday before the competition. EPIC will provide
all riders with helmets before the competition.
“It’s required to wear
helmets,” said May. “We

ask for their I.D. or something as collateral for them
to rent the helmet.”
Both May and Morgan
Rogow, an EPIC front desk
staff member, think The
Grind is a fun event for both
new and experienced snowboarders and skiers.
“It’s really a get-upand-do-something-you’venever-done-before thing,”
said Rogow. “We also want
to show that EPIC is more
than just trips.”
“Pros know there are
beginners out there and encourage them,” May said.
“It’s exciting to see some-

one do their first trick on a
box or try to ride the box.
It’s an awesome event for
beginners.”
Registration costs $10
for both non-EWU and
EWU students. Without a
guardian, students must be
at least 18 years old to participate. With a guardian,
students as young as 16 can
enter.
The Grind will be held
on Saturday, Oct. 22 in JFK
Field. Registration begins
at 10 a.m. and the competition will begin at noon.
Judges will award prizes
around 4 p.m.
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Ranger:

continued from page 2

The Ranger Challenge
is on a volunteer basis,
with nine members on each
team with two alternates.
The challenge location rotates, moving between each
of the schools in the task
force.
Some challenges consist of testing one’s physical abilities, such as a rope
bridge challenge, or the
army physical fitness test.
“The rope bridge tests
how fast they can construct
a single rope bridge and
how fast they can get all
personnel, in addition to all
of their equipment, across,”
Martinez said.
Others test a cadet’s reasoning, such as land navigation, which requires cadets to use a variety of skills
they’ve learned in training.

Bands:

continued from page 6

Lang Studios in Seattle.
Big names like Nirvana, Alice in Chains, and
Dave Matthews Band have
recorded in the same studio.
For the future, Eclectic
Approach vocalist Jowed
Hadeed said they plan on
“sticking to the formulas
that work to be successful.
We have nothing to lose.”

Elegance:
continued from page 6

to another level.”
“I can’t say enough
about the talent that we
had. It was a very good variety of talented individuals
and I was very lucky to be a
part of it this evening,” Cerrillo said.
The Homecoming 2011
court includes: first runner
up Kyler Burnett and Kathlyn Barbero, and second

“[Cadets] have to plot a
grid coordinate on a map,
and they have to actually go
out and look for it using a
compass, using terrain association,” Martinez said.
While many challenges
assess the cadets’ analytical
skills, others evaluate the
cadets’ ability to adapt to a
situation.
“First aid tests their
ability to treat a casualty
and even call up a nine-line
medevac in case they have
to medevac using a helicopter,” Martinez said.
Martinez said he believes that in addition to
first aid, the leadership’s
reaction course evaluates
the cadets’ course of action.
“They will be given a
situation and then the team
leader in charge will then
determine how they will go
about that reaction course,
utilizing their leadership
skills,” Martinez said.

Other courses include
situational
awareness,
which ask the cadets to
plot items from around the
course in that they’ve seen
on to a terrain model.
There is also a weapon
disassemble portion, which
must be completed in less
than four minutes.
The cadets must also be
subjected to an equipment
inspection. “This is to make
sure they didn’t throw anything to the side because
they’re going to be wearing
their rucksacks throughout
the event,” Martinez said.
Finally, the cadets have
to complete a mystery
challenge that’s new every
year. “We won’t know until our brigade, our higher, comes down with [the
challenge] the day prior,”
said Martinez. “This is all
based on their reactions.
I don’t even know what it
is.”

After leaving Eastern,
the band traveled to Kennewick, Wash., to play a
reunion show.
Tommy Simmons, known
for acoustic and indie music,
followed Eclectic Approach.
Originally from Seattle,
Simmons writes his own
music and plays the guitar
and piano.
“I loved his music. It
was soulful and original,”
said senior Sara Byrne.
“I’ve toured a little here
and there, up and down

the West Coast,” Simmons
said.
After the show at Eastern, Simmons and his
band traveled to Pullman
to play a show the same
night.
Simmons traveled to
Seattle on Friday, Oct. 14
to perform at the Crocodile Cafe, one of Seattle’s
largest live music venues.
“Both bands were great.
... They both had a very vibrant stage presence,” Byrne said.

runner up Cody Thompson
and Kelli Crawford. If anything keeps Mr. and Ms.
Eastern from completing
their reign, Burnett and
Barbero would step up to
the title position.
Mr. and Ms. Eastern
made appearances at the
Homecoming parade and
football game, and will
make other appearances
throughout the school year.
Their main focus now, however, is supporting their
platforms.

Throughout Homecoming week, Eagle Entertainment has put on many
events and they have collected non-perishable food
items to donate to the
Cheney Food Bank. In a 75
percent increase from last
year, they have collected
10,763 items to donate.
Relay for Life is holding
an event at Cheney High
School, May 18-19, 2012.
For more information, go
to http://www.relayforlife.
org.

Commission:
continued from front page

According to Carol Vines, manager of
the women’s studies center, having brighter bulbs in exterior fixtures on campus
was pushed by the commission for quite
a while. Vines is not a voting member, but
continues to bring up woman’s issues she is
aware of on campus.
According to Stucker, it helps the commission become aware of issues and concerns, as well as the president becoming aware of what is affecting women on
campus. “It is a listening post for people
to come forward in a comfortable way,”
Stucker said.
Sally Winkle, head of women and gender studies, wants women to make sure
they know they have a place to go when issues arise.
The commission highly encourages student involvement because they can provide
the most accurate and helpful suggestions
to the president, according to Stucker. “The
more resources we give the women, the
more likely they are to report incidents,”
she said.
“It’s hard to get a firm judgment on
whether the occurrences of violence have
gone up or down,” Stucker said. “There
might just be more people reporting because they feel safer.”

Karate:
continued from back page

Kimberly Nesper is a
dedicated student when it
comes to karate.
“She probably practices
maybe four times more
than regular students,”
said McDavis. “Her practice schedule is definitely
unique.”
Nesper goes to two karate physical education
classes, as well as dojo in
Spokane and classes at
Gonzaga, twice a week. Her

The commission has 12 voting members
appointed by the president: three faculty,
three administrative, three students and
three classified staff. Winkle is a non-voting member of the commission.
The Women’s Commission has also
been asked to be a part of the National
Science Foundation grant that encourages
women to be interested in the sciences.
The commission helps oversee proposals
for the grant.
In 1999, the childcare center was
formed after multiple suggestions from the
Women’s Commission. The commission
has suggested many changes, such as baby
changing stations in the PUB. They also
established protocol for domestic violence
situations.
Winkle wants women to know where
they can go for any issues, such as sexual
harassment. “It helps give women a voice,”
said Winkle. “They have the resources and
just need to know about it.”
Two forums are held each quarter. All
students are welcome to attend the first forum. Issues discussed will be taken directly
to the president to be considered.
The fall Women’s Commission forum
will be held Oct. 27 at 12 p.m. in PUB 265.
Pizza will be served.
“It is important for students to attend
the forum because they might not think of
an issue until they are there,” said Vines.

passion for karate began a
year ago when she took McDavis’ karate class.
“I guess it’s the really
physical conditioning. I
mean, you wouldn’t believe it. I have guns; I’m so
ripped because of karate,”
said Nesper. “It’s good to
know that I can walk down
the street at night and not
worry.”
Nesper accredits her endurance and toughness to
her sensei.
“He is the one who
taught me how to ignore all
physical pain,” said Nesper.

Last week’s crossword
solution

“I can take any punch or
kick and be fine.”
Students who are beginners can also join the club.
“We’re all beginners, in
a sense. When you enter the
dojo, you have to have a beginner’s mind,” said Nesper.
“No matter who you are or
what your rank is, you always learn something new.”
Students who want more
information can email Nesper at karateclub@eagles.
ewu.edu. They can also
attend a club meeting in
PHASE Gym 270 on Fridays
at 4 p.m.
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CAREER THAININ'G. MUNEY FDR COLLEGE. -

AND AN ENTIRE TEAM

TO HELP YOU

SUCCEED.
Serving part-time in the A ir N ational Guard, you 11l hav,e
an entiire team of like-minded individuals who want to

help you get ahead. You can c hoose f rom nearly 200
career specialti.es 1 and d evelop the high·tech skills
you need to compete in todaf s w orld. You also train
c lose to home, all while receiving! a steady paycheck,
benefits and 1uition ass;i stance. Talk to a recruiter today..

and see how the W ashing on Air National Guard can
help you succeed.
- - -WASHINGTON -
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History of eastern in pictures

Police Beat

Courtesy EWU Libraries, Archives & Special Collections
The Art Club, 1925. Members of the Cheney State Normal School art club pose with their advisor, Miss Swerer (second row, left), on the front steps of the Administration Building. The club
membership reflects the enrollment demographics; before World War II most students
attending Eastern were young women preparing to teach school.
Oct. 4, 12:50 a.m. Malicious mischief. The base of a statue in front of Senior Hall was spray
painted with the words “Why 4am”. Police believe it happened sometime during the night of
Oct. 3. It cost approximately $50 to repair. There are no suspects.

Oct. 11
Theft
A bike was stolen near
the
Communications
building. A male student
parked his bike and left it
unlocked before going to
class at 11 a.m. When he
returned at noon, it was
gone. The bike is black
with a sticker on the front
and is worth about $50.
Courtesy EWU Libraries, Archives & Special Collections
The Art Bus was a mobile gallery which allowed the college to display the work of students and
faculty beyond the campus. This was an effort to engage in outreach during the 1970s.

Courtesy EWU Libraries, Archives & Special Collections
An art class at Hargreaves Hall doing a still life project in the late 1960s.
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Oct. 13

alcohol. The student tried
to hide the drink behind
her back. She was cited
and referred to OSRR.
11:59 p.m.
Alcohol violation
An intoxicated male
was found in the lobby of
Pearce Hall. He was not
a student, was under age,
and also tested positive for
marijuana. He was written
a citation and released.

10:30 p.m.
Marijuana violation
Officers were contacted
regarding the smell of pot
coming from a room on the
third floor of Streeter Hall.
The room owners were
contacted, but nothing
was found. The students
were referred to OSRR.

6:30 p.m.
Alcohol violation
In parking lot 12, officers observed a very intoxicated underage female
student. The student fell
to the ground, receiving
several small cuts. She was
transported to Deaconess
Medical Center in Spokane and later referred to
OSRR.

Oct. 15

Oct. 16

Open Container
Near the 500 block of D
Street an officer observed
a group of people walking,
including a female student
with an open container of

1:30 a.m.
Malicious mischief
Graffiti was found in
several places in Dressler
Hall. A whiteboard marker
was used to tag all walls

throughout the fifth floor
hallway.
Agency assist
Officers were called
to assist with a domestic
violence situation near
the 400 block of North
Third Street. A male was
arrested for fourth degree
assault.
10:37 a.m.
Agency assist
Officers made contact
with a resident near the
2700 block of First Street
regarding a 911 hang up
call. A couple was found
having a dispute. The male
had warrants and was arrested.

Oct 17
11:53 a.m.
Agency Assist
A neighbor called in a
domestic violence situation near the 1100 block
of First Street after hearing noises coming from
next door. Police made
contact at the home, but
the resident was not located.

Have something to sell or trade?
Place a classified ad with us!
Call The Easterner’s advertising department at 359-7010 for more information.

Classifieds
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Rosalia School District seeks applicants for the
following opening:
Assistant High School Boys Basketball
Coach
Rosalia School District is located approx. 30
miles south of Spokane, WA. For application information and materials please visit our website
at http://www.rosalia.wednet.edu or contact the
district office at (509) 523-3061. This position is
open until filled. Rosalia School District is an
equal opportunity employer.

The Tekoa/Oakesdale/Rosalia School District Athletic Cooperative seeks applicants for the
following coaching positions:
HS Head Baseball Coach
HS Head Boys and Girls Track Coach
For information, and/or application materials, please visit our website at http://www.rosalia.
wednet.edu or call Justin Blayne at Rosalia School
District (509) 523-3061, Brian Maley at Tekoa
School District (509) 284-3401, or Ken Lindgren
at Oakesdale School District (509)285-5296. The
Tekoa, Oakesdale, and Rosalia School Districts are
equal opportunity employers.
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Occupy Eastern goes off with no bang
By Derek Brown
opinion editor

easterner.opinion@gmail.com

New York City might
as well be on fire, with hundreds of fiddle-playing politicians in Nero costumes
dancing indifferently to the
burning, passionate anger
of its citizens. Meanwhile
Eastern holds a solidarity
walk-out and only a few
people show up.
On Sept. 17, the citizens of New York took to
the streets in protest to
the corruption they see in
their government, which
has become destructive to
the ends that gave rise to
their resistance — greed,
corporatism, special interest lobbying, the list goes
on. All of them reasons that
affect every American still
unemployed three years after the financial meltdown
of 2008, or slowly getting
poorer as a result.
A month later, the protesters still camp in the
streets of not only New
York, but hundreds of
other cities throughout
America, including local
favorites Seattle, Portland
and Spokane. The protest
has even spread around
the world, with displays of
unity in Australia, Asia and
Europe.
Their target: the system
of greed that has come to
make a mockery out of our
constitution, destroyed our
rights, and infringed upon
our humanity. Their motto:
“We are the 99 percent.”
That is, the 99 percent of
middle-class Americans
positioned against the one
percent of wealthy Americans who have stratified

Photo by Derek Brown
Occupy Spokane protesters held a rally in downtown Spokane. As many as 500 people showed up for the march and rally on Saturday.

the rich from the poor,
resulting in the political
and financial quagmire of
today.
The one percent, by
the way, holds around 30
percent of the wealth, a big
number for such a small
percent.
Eastern had its brief
moment. Last week at noon
around 30 students gathered at the campus mall to
stage a walk-out in solidarity with Occupy Wall
Street, the original protest
that started in New York.
“The Occupy Colleges
movement has fundamental problems with the
student loan system,” says
student Dave Collins,who
helped organize the walkout and created the Facebook page called Occupy

Eastern Washington University. “[And] issues regarding the consolidation
of wealth and the failure of
big financial institutions to
pay taxes or take responsibility for the destruction of
our economy.”
What Collins speaks
of is the idea that many
Americans across political lines have been talking
about—greed. It’s nothing
new. Karl Marx pointed
these ideas out over 150
years ago. And unfortunately many of his ideas
have since come true.
Over time, the financial
system we live under allows for those with money
to influence those without
money. Only in a perfect
world would we see indiscriminate acts of philan-

thropy from those with
money. That money is also
funneled back into enterprises which generate more
money. Sooner or later
those people own so much
wealth and they’ve created
virtual monopolies, such
as the railroad tycoons of
the 1800s, that their will is
nearly indisputable.
After the great depression, FDR utilized
Keynesian economics in an
attempt to resuscitate capitalism from an early grave.
But that only brought our
financial sector closer to
the government.
Since World War II
we’ve seen it happen with
arms. Eisenhower even
warned against the Military Industrial Complex,
where our economy starts

to become dependent upon
the creation of weapons of
mass destruction.
And finally, over the last
40 years we’ve witnessed
the system outsource our
manufacturing base to developing countries in the
name of profits. In the eyes
of the corporations, this is
termed globalization, and
supposedly helps those
countries get out of poverty—poverty which the
colonial powers ironically
created.
Every other problem
in America — wars, recessions, poverty, violence, etc
— is a trickle down effect
from this greed, which has
now become organized and
inseparable from government intervention. Meanwhile, the corporations

Through the Eagle’s Eye

with all the money lobby
politicians.
In other words: buy
them off, contributing to
the political deadlock.
The list of grievances
set down by the Occupy
Wall Street protesters is
a reminder of this greed,
which cuts across party
lines. No one is exempt on
either side of the aisle.
For those of you who
don’t know, this is what
Occupy Wall Street is all
about. For those of you
who missed to protest
here at Eastern, you’re not
alone.
Around campus, rumor
had it that there was definitely a walk-out planned,
only no one knew when or
where, with all of us confused where to go, at what
time, and so on. Professor
Mimi Marinucci and her
class were at the campus
mall, but that was about it.
Out of the handful of people who took part, by 12:30
p.m. around 15 students
remained.
With so much going
on in the world right now,
walk-outs on our campus
should be big news. A few
in our newsroom were excited to report on such a
thing.
It is our duty.
Next time someone
plans a walk-out, really
plan it and get as many
people on campus as possible, that way we can all
make history and be part
of something that affects
us all.
And maybe we can
bring our sleeping bags and
set up camp on the campus
mall in true solidarity with
Occupy Wall Street.

Photos by Aaron Malmoe

“If you could protest anything, what would it be?”

“Giving money to

“Gender and

“Hmm, I don’t

“Not for loss of

“I’d protest

people who do

inequality and

know what I’d

job. And I’d pro-

Obama running

absolutely noth-

genital mutila-

protest. But prob-

test for people to

for president

ing to earn it.”

tion in Africa.”

ably abortion.”

love Jesus.”

again.”

Thomas Snyder

Manu Kaur

Mariah Arlantico

Felicia Sage

Morgan Roggow

Wall Street Protests reach EWU Boycotting corporations
Occupy Wall Street movement
gains momentum off-campus
and on streets of Spokane
By Abby Grytdal
contributing writer

grytdala@gmail.com

According to the Los
Angeles Times, nearly
1,000 cities have joined
the Occupy Wall Street
movement since September; Spokane is one of
them. Members of Occupy Spokane have been
protesting on the corner
of Monroe and Riverside
since the beginning of October.
The group met Oct. 12
in the Community Building in downtown Spokane
to address issues within
the organization of the
group.
Many members of the
group say that they are
worried that the group is
spending too much time

simply discussing protesting tactics rather than
acting.
“Don’t talk about it. Be
about it,” Tara Williamson, an Occupy Spokane
supporter, said.
Students on the EWU
campus are also getting
involved.
A new student movement emerged Oct. 12 by
holding a walk out, where
students left class at noon
to march through campus.
The movement is
called Occupy Eastern
Washington University.
According to Dave Collins, a junior history major at EWU that helped
organize the walk out, the
movement is directly inspired by the Occupy Wall
Street protest.

However, he says
there is one key difference:
“The Occupy Colleges
movement has fundamental problems with
the student loan system,
in addition to the issues
regarding the consolidation of wealth and the
failure of big financial institutions to pay taxes or
take responsibility for the
destruction of our economy,” Collins said.
The group stands with
a larger movement called
Occupy Colleges, an organization that is followed
by nearly 150 colleges, according to Occupy Colleges’ official website.
According to Collins,
Occupy Eastern Washington University is waiting
on direction from the Occupy Colleges organization itself.
Students can follow
and support the group on
Facebook.

may be the best solution
By The Easterner
easterner.opinion@gmail.com

Corporate greed. Bidding on politicians. Bank
bailouts and the abandonment of small business.
Fed up, unemployed,
underemployed, poor,
penniless or simply fed
up, the people are crying
out in parks across the
country in the Occupy
Wall Street protests.
They’re tired of corporations buying attention from the government.
While protesters
camp out, begging to be
heard, there’s a second
action at work that is
sending a different message to big businesses
everywhere.
Steve Jobs is the beloved inventor and businessman who has been

credited with the birth of
Apple and with bringing
about the production and
promotion of many of the
gadgets we know and love
such as the iPod, iPhone
and iPad.
Since his death on
Oct. 5, 2011, people
worldwide have mourned
his loss.
We valued such a man
because of the innovation of ideas. The things
he brought to us through
Apple and through NeXT
connected us to the
world, delighted and captivated us.
But we often forget the faces of men like
Steve Jobs when jobless.
Is corporate America
responsible for all our
ills? Don’t they also bring
us things like computers,
phones, cars, buses and
planes?
If the answer is yes,

then I have a better solution than Occupy Wall
Street.
Send corporate America a message that you
don’t want their electric cars, their phones or
their iPads. Send them a
message that you see the
lobbying in such a voice
that cannot be ignored.
Don’t use a sit-in; use
your wallet.
If you think this cause
worthy, change their
minds by changing your
spending habits.
Don’t buy that computer, but use one on
campus. Don’t upgrade
your phone, be content
with the one that you
have.
If we all changed
our spending habits, we
would hurt corporate
America the same way
they’ve hurt us: right in
the wallet.
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Letters to the Editor

Medical schools need to add parasitology classes to curriculum
I love the shows on Animal
Planet, an educational channel
on TV. But they recently began
to air a show that sends chills
down my spine.
It’s called “Monsters Inside
Me,” and it’s not the parasites
that are the subject of the show
that scare me, although they
are horrifying. It is the fact that
many of the victims suffer for
years while doctors misdiagnose

or ignore the problem. One man’s
arm was being slowly digested by
amoebae while his doctor continually prescribed the wrong
medication.
Before this show came out, I,
like many people, felt that there
was no parasite problem in the
United States.
I believed that these worms,
amoebae and insects were only a
plague of the Third World.

The show points out that they
are very present in the U.S. and
any of us could become an unwilling host.
Drinking water, going swimming or hiking, eating sushi and
playing with pets are just a few
of the mundane ways we can become infested.
These don’t sound like only
“Third World” activities to me.
Regardless of the fact that

these parasites are well known,
people suffer for years because
doctors misdiagnose the problem
over and over again.
Why? Because most American medical schools don’t require
courses in parasitology. Medical schools are not only failing
the doctors, whom they are being
paid gobs of money to educate,
they are also failing the general
public. Naturally, this is an is-

sue that affects us all, yet those
students who should be the most
concerned are those of us moving
on from EWU to medical school.
I personally will be focusing
my medical school applications
on those few schools that have
a well rounded curriculum, for I
don’t want to be one of those who
misdiagnose.
Heather Frady

Creating a better us with the STA Noise ordinance a good thing for
By Betty J. Craipo
contributing writer

acraipo@yahoo.com

Around 230 fewer cars
were on I-90 this Friday
because Spokane Transit Authority (STA) picked
up that many EWU students at the noon hour and
brought them downtown.
As you see, Eastern students and staff are prioritizing their pocketbooks,
considering their carbon
emissions, and structuring

their lives so they get the
most out of each day.
We all think we don’t
have time to relax and
think. Maybe if we all organized our lives to get our
commute taken care of in
our economy, we could
slow down enough to calculate our carbon footprints, decide what vacation we could go on instead
of giving more money to
“Big Oil,” or just read the
many books we finally have
time to enjoy.

Those unfortunate citizens of Spokane County
who have not travelled
with the STA and have
lingered in their wasteful
ways: join us.
Even though our daily
latte drive-thru fix, our
daily errand running, and
our race home to go online
will be replaced by more
savings and thinking, worry not.
We will become better
people riding the STA.

DISCLAIMER:
Opinion articles and letters to the editor do not necessarily reflect the views and opinions of The Easterner,
its staff members or Eastern Washington University.

residents despite consequences
This is a comment regarding the article recently
printed in The Easterner,
“Cheney Noise Ordinance...
.” I, for one, have lived in
my home for 20 years. In
the last 5 years, many of the
homes surrounding mine
have become rentals. I am
overjoyed that finally the
city is taking appropriate
action. It is not too harsh!
I have had many weekends
and even some weekdays
where I cannot get to sleep
until after 2:30 to 3:00 a.m.
due to the noise!
These are college students, not 5 year olds, and
should have more respect
and maturity than they
demonstrate.
I have even stood outside my home and have
them yell at me, “Yes, we

like to party.”
I hold a respectable job
and do need to be asleep no
later than 11 p.m.
How am I supposed to
be able to maintain a career,
as well as drive safely, when
I am so sleep deprived?
The last Monday night
that they had a party, I did
not get to sleep until after 2
a.m. and was exhausted all
day along with a horrible
headache due to the lack of
sleep.
I awake at 5:00 a.m.
and cannot function with 3
hours of sleep.
One of our neighbors
actually did sell their home
and moved out of Cheney
due to the partying. They
could not sleep and were
afraid to allow their young
children to play outside

in their own backyard. Of
course, now that home is a
party house, too.
So, if the students desire to party, take it out to
the woodlands where you
will not disturb our neighborhoods, please. I realize
some of them come to college expecting to party, but
do not take away others’
liberty to have a reasonable
living experience in their
own home.
I would gladly move out
of Cheney if I could sell my
home for what I have put
into it, but with this economy, you know that won’t
happen.
I should not have to forfeit MY rights because of
these disrespecting renters.
Cheney Resident

Eastern should focus on creating open spaces for student events
Students lack the freedom to celebrate. According to many Cheney residents, EWU students party
loud and long into the
night.
However, due to the
lack of available entertainment establishments, some
students feel too socially
limited and therefore hold
dorm or apartment parties.
In part, students lack cre-

ativity; however, the university should take some
responsibility in organizing
after-hour events.
A new city-wide noise
ordinance was recently enacted, reducing the cause
for violation citation. Exasperated EWU students
are now extremely upset
as decibels are measured
by police using a decibel
meter.

Perhaps students and
residents could compromise. One solution could
be to increase the number
of concerts, performances,
and fundraisers at EWU.
Also, Cheney businesses
could rent out a large warehouse for student parties.
However, funds are limited for the university and
students.
Perhaps, Cheney could
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As Halloween fast approaches,
the necessity for a jack- or jill-o’-lantern grows ever stronger. The staff of
the Easterner understands this and
wants to help.
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pumpkin carving contest on Tuesday, Oct. 25 in the campus mall.
Carving will begin at 11 a.m. and end
at 1 p.m. The contest is open to students, faculty and staff. Winners will
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Teams, organizations, and solo
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and all participants are welcome to
take their pumpkins home after the
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offices.
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SPORTS
Upcoming
EWU Sports
Oct. 21
EWU
Women’s Tennis
in Oregon Invitational
at Eugene, Ore.

*

EWU
Men’s Tennis
in Northwest Regional
Championships
at Seattle

*

EWU
Women’s Soccer
vs. Northern
Colorado
at 4 p.m.

*

EWU
Volleyball
vs. Idaho State
at Pocatello, Idaho
at 6 p.m.

Oct. 22
EWU
Women’s Tennis
in Oregon Invitational
at Eugene, Ore.

*

EWU
Men’s Tennis
in Northwest Regional
Championships
at Seattle.

*

EWU
Volleyball vs.
Weber State at
Ogden, Utah
at 6 p.m.

*

EWU
Football vs
Sacramento State at
Sacramento, Calif.
at 6:05 p.m.
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Team on a roll:
honor roll
By Al Stover
sports editor

easterner.sports@gmail.com

Outside hitter Cora Kellerman moves forward and
bumps the ball to her teammate who spikes it over the
net. Hours ago, Kellerman
was in a lab, hunched over a
desk, looking over a circuit.
Kellerman is the captain
of EWU’s volleyball team.
She is also a junior majoring in electrical engineering.
She was selected as October’s female EWU Scholar Athlete of the Month and
currently has a GPA of 3.8.
While she has been playing volleyball since seventh
grade, Kellerman’s interest
in electrical engineering began when she was a child.
“My grandpa is an electrical engineer,” said Kellerman. “He worked with
lab rats. I helped with holding the rats and working
with the probes.”
Kellerman began playing for Eastern in 2008. In
her three years of playing,
she has earned All-Academic honors twice, as well as
Big Sky Player of the Week.
She red-shirted in the
2010 season due to her battle with a rare heart condition called atrioventricular
nodal reentrant tachycardia. After three surgeries,
Kellerman returned to the
court and is second in the
team in terms of kills with

226 and points with 247.
For Kellerman, the
classes were not what she
expected when she began at
Eastern.
“Every class comes with
its own lab,” said Kellerman. “It’s nice because you
get to do everything hands
on. You’re about one class
short of getting a math minor and a physics minor.”
In addition to being a
student athlete and an engineering major, Kellerman
is in the honor’s program.
For Kellerman, balancing
schoolwork and volleyball
is time consuming.
“[It’s] just finding every
window of opportunity of
getting some extra study
time in,” Kellerman said.
“The classes have gotten
harder, but it’s expected. I
didn’t think I would have a
lot of spare time.”
Kellerman is not the
only player on the volleyball team in high academic
standing. Five other players
are currently in the honors
program.
Setter Laney Brown,
who is double majoring in
recreation
management
and business, is one of the
five players in honors, with
a 3.9 GPA.
In order to keep up with
her school work, Brown
plans everything two weeks
ahead at all times.
“I’m always trying to
keep on top of things,”
said Brown. “Right now,
I’ve already gotten my assignments done for next
Monday. If I do miss an
assignment, I email my

professors. They know I’m
busy, but if I’m not doing
well in sports or academics, I take it really hard on
myself.”
For Head Coach Myles
Kidd, having players who
are keeping up with school
work helps him as a coach.
“Once the season starts,
there’s enough things to
worry about,” said Kydd.
“With volleyball, health,
and all that other stuff.
We at Eastern, have a long
tradition of outstanding
academics on the volleyball
team.”
Excelling in academics has been a trend for the
volleyball team in the last
several years. In both the
2009-10 and 2010-11 seasons, Eastern had 11 players make the All-Academic
team, which is the highest
number of any Big Sky Conference (BSC) teams. The
volleyball team also tied
for highest GPA among all
men’s and women’s teams
in the BSC.
According to the EWU
athletic website, at least
four Eastern volleyball
players have made the BSC
All-Academic team since
1990.
Professor Esteban Rodriguez-Marek is Kellerman’s adviser in electrical
engineering. He has always
been pleased with her dedication to succeed.
“The [electrical engineering] curriculum is very
demanding,” said Rodriguez-Marek. “Cora has always managed to do well,
despite her busy schedule.”

Photo by Evan Sykes
Outside hitter Cora Kellerman has 247 points, 226 kills and 197 digs.

Kellerman plans on utilizing her degree in electrical engineering to coincide
with the medical field.
“If I had a dream job, it
would be designing equip-

*

EWU
Men’s Tennis
in USTA/ITA Northwest Regional Championships at Seattle.

*

EWU
Men’s Tennis in
Northwest Regional
Championships at
Seattle.

Oct. 25
EWU
Men’s Tennis
Northwest Regional
Championships at
Seattle.

Oct. 28
EWU
Volleyball
vs. Montana
at 7:00 p.m.

Oct. 29
EWU
Cross Country in Big
Sky Conference
Championships
at Pocatello, Idaho

*

EWU
Football vs.
Portland State
at 1:05 p.m.

*

EWU
Volleyball
vs. Montana State
at 7:00 p.m.

ment for electrical physiology,” said Kellerman. “It’s
an electrical procedure in
cardiology. They fix things
based on using probes and
electrically working inside
of you.”

Rugby scrumming toward Sweet 16 playoff berth

EWU
Women’s Tennis in
Oregon Invitational at
Eugene, Ore.

Oct. 24

19, 2011 • sports

Volleyball hits the books

Oct. 23

EWU
Women’s Soccer
vs. Northern Arizona
at Flagstaff, Ariz.
at 12 p.m.
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Photo by Kyle Franko
Eastern’s men’s rugby club has 16 returning players. In 2010-11, they finished second in the Northern Collegiate Rugby Conference.

Forty man club rigorous
on pitch and in classroom

Other teams in the NCRC

By Kyle Franko

Central Washington University

contributing writer

kyle.franko3@gmail.com

Oregon State University

Eastern’s
next
national
champions may not play on a
field or a court, but on a pitch.
The men’s rugby club, competing in the Division 1 Northwest Collegiate Rugby Conference (NCRC), begins its season
next Saturday, Oct. 22, with a
match against North Idaho College. The team has high expectations following last year when
the club finished second at the
NCRC.
With 16 returning players, Coach Ian Martin, who has
been coaching the team for eight
years, looks for the team to
steadily improve throughout the
season.
“We’ve got a good squad this

Inferno:
Continued from Page One

to be a dog fight until the
end, but the Eagles went on
a quick touchdown spree to
close out the quarter.
One of the touchdowns
came on a 12 yard pass from
Mitchell to Herd. The other
touchdown came minutes
later after T.J. Lee made a
spectacular
interception,

Simon Fraser University
University of British Columbia
University of Oregon
University of Washington
Washington State University
Western Washington
University

year,” Martin said. “The players run
the club. I think they’re invested,
big time.”
President of the rugby club and

snagging the ball right out
of the Bears receiver’s hands
and setting up Mitchell for a
quick 42-yard strike to Nicholas Edwards.
The Bears were not able
to recover the rest of the
game, losing a fumble and
throwing another interception in the fourth quarter.
“It was a great team win.
… We found a way to get a
lead and then hold it,” said
Eagles Head Coach Beau

first-team hooker Brendon Rannow echoes the coach’s sentiments.
“Every year, we’ve gotten a little bit better,” Rannow said. “I’m
positive we can make the sweet
sixteen.”
A sweet sixteen automatic birth
is awarded to the team that wins
the NCRC league, a title Oregon
State will look to defend this year.
However, the Beavers travel to
play on “The Inferno” at Eastern.
Some of the top returning players include forwards captain Eric
Populus, backs captain Jacob Moffet, fullback Cameron Bowers and
winger Ricky Lang.
“With Eric and Cameron on
that wing, [they] are always just
dangerous,” said Rannow. “Doesn’t
matter who we’re playing against,
they’re gonna score.”
The team will not only be relying on experienced upperclassmen, but also the newcomers who
will be instrumental on the pitch.
“We picked up a lot of big fast

Baldwin. “I was really proud
of the way we came out in
the second half, too.
“A couple of games ago
against Weber State, we had
a nice halftime lead, but it
got close at the end, which
will happen. That’s football.
But this game, we were able
to sustain a good solid lead,
which was nice.”
“It feels great to be able
to come out and play like
this for our team and for

guys [since last year],” Rannow
said.
Winning the NCRC and aiming
for a national championship are
goals, but the club, formed in 2003,
has become more than a team.
“We’re a family.” said Rannow.
“We always know we have each other’s backs. If you’re in trouble with
anything, you’ll have a whole rugby
team on you in about five minutes.”
With 40 players on this year’s
team, the club has never been more
popular. The team’s executive committee, with the aid of Rannow, took
a step to ensure incoming freshman
rugby players would be able to adjust to Eastern’s academic rigors by
starting a study session.
“What we had is a lot of guys who
were struggling with their homework,” Rannow said. “We travel
every weekend, so we figured it’s a
good time for guys who have had
the classes to [help] the freshmen.”
While most of the team had little
exposure to rugby before joining
the club, some members grew up
around it.
Rannow was raised in an Irish
family who gave him a hard time
for playing American football in
high school. Rugby at EWU was a
natural transition. Lucas Warren,
a senior mechanical engineering
technology major, said his dad grew
up playing rugby in Scotland, so he
was well-versed with the sport before enrolling at Eastern.
While the team atmosphere is
tight, anybody interested in joining
is encouraged to do so, no matter
what time of the year.
“I didn’t start my freshman year
until winter and picked it up really
fast,” Rannow said. “You can come
in whenever and it’s just perfect.”
“[Rugby players] love to hit
people,” said Warren. “They love a
physical contact sport, … they get
the bug.”
Students interested in watching,
or experiencing the physicality of
rugby can attend the team’s practices every Monday and Wednesday.

our fans,” said quarterback
Mitchell.
One of the notable statistics was the zero turnovers
for the Eagles.
“They’ve been playing really smart football, especially
the last two weeks. I love it
when we can go turnover
free,” said Baldwin.
Other than notable statistics, “The Inferno” also had
a notable visitor. Michael
Roos, a former Eagle star of-

fensive lineman and current
player for the NFL Titans,
visited the field named after him. Roos Field and the
trademark red turf would
not have been possible without his generous contributions.
With this win, the Eagles
improved their record to 4-3
and will be riding a 3 game
win streak into this weekend’s game versus Sacramento State.
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EWU Sports
in Brief

Eagles take the ice

Mitchell

Football puts on
show for fans —
The fans were roaring as the Eagles won
their third consecutive game, defeating
the Northern Colorado Bears, 48-27.
Quarterback Bo Levi
Mitchell completed
28 of 39 passes, for
400 yards and three
touchdowns.
Soccer shuts
out Weber State
— EWU women’s
soccer finally captured their first Big
Sky Conference win,
defeating the Weber
State Wildcats, 3-0.
Goals were scored
by senior Whitney
Brannan, freshman
Cassie Black and
sophomore Siara
Byers.
House Hockey
tames Wildcats —
Homecoming week
came to a close as the
House Hockey club
put on a dominating
performance, defeating Central Washington University
Wildcats, 10-1.
Runners show
heart in classic —
The women’s cross
country team placed
fifth at the Inland
Northwest Classic,
while the men’s team
placed sixth. Senior
Tonya Turner placed
fourth overall with a
time of 17 minutes,
23 seconds.
Volleyball falls to
Portland State —
Eagles continue to
struggle in the Big
Sky Conference, losing to Portland State,
3-0. Captain Cora
Kellerman had nine
kills and eight digs.
Kelsey Julian and
Talia Fermantez had
five kills each, while
Defensive specialists
Lindsey Petroni and
Amy VanderWel had
nine digs each.
Eastern Rugby
gets bit by Bulldogs — Women’s
rugby lost their first
game to Gonzaga,
Oct. 14. According to
rugby club president
Arieshia Watson, it
was the first game
for new players, who
despite losing, fell in
love with the sport.
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The women’s hockey club is preparing for their games against Spokane Women’s Hockey. They practice every Monday night and Wednesday and Friday mornings.

Men’s and women’s hockey shoot into seasons
Eastern faces off
against Spokane

been with us for three
years,”
said
Hanlon.
“[The team] plays better
with every game.”
By Al Stover
Fullerton, who was
sports editor
the leading scorer on last
easterner.sports@gmail.com year’s team, had played
hockey for most of her life
Junior Amber Frink prior to joining the womglides around the goal, re- en’s team.
trieves a puck and passes
“I’ve been playing since
it to teammate Becky Ful- I was eight,” said Fullerlerton, allowing her to ton. “It’s been a huge part
hustle down the ice and of my life.”
shoot the puck in the opTo prepare for Spoposing team’s goal.
kane, and other oppoFullerton is one of the nents, the team practices
returning members of the three times a week.
EWU women’s hockey
According to Frink,
club. They will be playing practices consist of drills,
Spokane Women’s Hock- game situations and face
ey in back-to-back games offs.
Oct. 21-22 at the URC.
The team does well in
The team recently fin- the classroom, accumulatished splitting a two-game ing a GPA of 3.3-3.4, acseries against Wenatchee cording to Hanlon.
Banshees Oct. 8-9. They
“They are proud to
won the home opener 6-4, represent the university,”
while losing the second said Hanlon. “Especially
game 4-3.
when the fans scream for
“Winning our first us.”
home opener is a big deal,”
Junior Phanessa Morsaid Head Coach Pat Han- ganthaler enjoys how
lon. “We let it go on Sun- close the team is.
day. [We were] battling to
“You have a sense of
the wire.”
they’ll be there for you
In their previous year, constantly,” said Morganthe team’s year ended on thaler. “You feel like you’re
a high note when they a part of something.”
won the Kiss My Ice tourAccording to defennament in Wenatchee, sive player Alex Gellhaus,
Wash.,
the Spokane team is not
According to Hanlon, too keen on playing the
the women’s team has Eagles.
been around since fall
“College play is rough2008.
er than what they are used
“Most of the girls have to,” Gellhaus said.

EWU sinking their claws
into new collegiate league
By Sierra Schmidt
contributing writer

babyngurl9879@gmail.com

EWU’s men’s hockey team have
already made a name for themselves
this season after senior Brett Kellogg
was announced player of the week by
the British Columbia Intercollegiate
Hockey League (BCIHL).
Kellogg was selected for his six goal
performance in the opening weekend.
He scored five of six Eagles goals in
their first game of the season, against
the Thompson Rivers University Wolfpack, helping the Eagles win 6-2. He
also set up teammate AJ Sanders’ first
goal in their rematch against the Wolfpack, where Eastern won 4-3.
“I got the offensive tempo flowing,”
said Kellogg. “I am glad to help.”
According to Nick Kelly, senior and
president of the club, Kellogg is just
being humble. Kellogg put the team in
a five point lead the first game.
The team has switched from the
America Collegiate Hockey Association (ACHA) to the BCIHL, a more
competitive league, according to Kelly.
For Kelly and the rest of the team,
the BCIHL provides more consistent
competition and less traveling.
“There will finally be some rivalry,”
said sophomore goalie Jason Greenwell. “We will be playing teams that are
in our own rank.”
According to Head Coach Bill Shaw,
the team has struggled in the last few
seasons.
“There would be really good games,
said Shaw. “There would be games that
were 10-1.”
There are seven teams in the league,

EWU being the only U.S. team. Shaw
would like to place in the top three or
five.
“Playoffs last for one week and
that’s when the team shows what they
have,” said Shaw. “It all depends on
how the team does that week. We will
have to see what happens.”
“The move to a different league has
already proved to be good. … There are
a lot more competitive scores and tolerance for fighting,” said Shaw.
Greenwell would like to make it to
the playoffs.
“We just want to win, the stats don’t
matter,” Greenwell said.
Players pay for hockey themselves
because it is a club sport. There are no
scholarships available.
Each team member pays $1,100 to
play. They receive one fitness credit for
participating.
Being a member of the team is like
having another class, according to
Shaw. They practice three days a week
at 6:30 a.m.
“School always comes first, but we
take pride in what we do,” said Kelly.
“We treat this as serious as a job.”
When the club needed a new president, Kelly was willing to step in. He
is also a full time student and worker.
Students spend around 10-15 hours
a week with the team and Shaw puts in
25 hours a week, on top of other commitments. He played hockey at EWU.
After getting a job at Eastern, Shaw
was asked to coach the team and gladly
accepted.
The EWU hockey team was started
in 1998 and has been nationally ranked
in the ACHA. Kelly said that the team
members are excited to see what lies
ahead in the new league.
The team’s next game will be Friday, Oct. 21 at 7:30 p.m. located in the
URC.

Goju Ryu Karate lessons last a lifetime
Training and tradition
continues on campus
By Fedor Gaponenko
staff writer

fgaponenko76@gmail.com

Over 30 years of history, tradition and hard work made the
Karate Club into one of Eastern’s
classics. In 1977, young undergraduate Bruce McDavis started
the club to learn karate and spread
knowledge to students.
McDavis has stayed in Eastern
since then and currently teaches
karate classes as an adjunct professor.
McDavis is also the longest
active club founder and Sensei in
EWU’s history.
“I wrestled in high school,” said

McDavis. “I wanted to do something that can keep you in shape
and you could eat.”
A couple of years after starting
the club, he sent letters to Tokyo
to request a karate teacher. The
answer came in the form of Teruo
Chinen, a world-renowned black
belt.
McDavis became the first
American black belt under Chinen.
“He [Chinen] always jokes
around: ‘I planned to come here
for a few months, but your karate
is so bad, I’ve stayed here 30 years,’
” said McDavis, quoting Chinen.
Chinen still resides in Spokane
and travels, teaching the GoJo Ryu
style in dojos all over Europe and
North America.
The GoJo Ryu style derives
from the words “Go” meaning

“hard” and “Jo” meaning “gentle.”
“‘Go’ is the idea to build a very
strong body through karate and
‘Jo’ is to build a gentle selfless personality, treat people nicely, and
be a good part of the community,”
McDavis said.
According to McDavis, with all
this focus on mixed martial arts
and the emphasis on being the
toughest, people forget the nature
and purpose of karate. The fighting aspect only lasts 5-10 years.
Asian cultures show karate as
something anyone can practice for
several years.
“That’s why you see in the Chinese square, young kids 5-6 and
old men and women in their 80s
and 90s doing Tai-Chi,” said McDavis. “They make it a lifestyle.”
Over the years, McDavis has
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Kimberly Nesper blocks a kick from Allyson Cochrane as the club watches.

had many students.
He remembers four boys who
trained with him from a young age
through high school. They went to

Eastern and got their black belts
together.
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